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SITKA CORE LIGHTWEIGHT HOODY - Polygiene® has advanced in recent years. Although I don’t think synthetic base
layers are as “stink free” as merino wool, it’s getting closer. As a result, I’ve switched from merino to the Core Lightweight
Hoody as it dries quicker. Bonus feature — a built in facemask and hood helps block the sun.
SITKA ASCENT PANT - The Ascent Pant is my choice for summer and early fall sheep hunts as it’s the lightest weight (@
~12oz) and coolest pant offered. I like that I can vent heat when the side mesh pockets are open. More importantly, the
overall fit and stretchability is spot on.
SITKA CORE HEAVYWEIGHT HOODY - This hoody comes everywhere with me. It’s form fitting and cuts the early morning
chill, sealing in heat with a contoured hood and long tail flap. It’s the perfect cozy piece for when activity slows and to
sleep in on cold nights. It's super breathable and has a deep chest zip if I need to wear it when active.
SITKA DEWPOINT JACKET - I’ve loved this product since its inception in 2012. It's my go-to rain system. The beauty is in
its simplicity: pockets that double as pit-zips, a simple adjustable hood, and no bells and whistles that add bulk or weight.
The material used in the construction of this piece leaves it extremely packable and surprisingly durable for a product
that’s so lightweight. When not wearing it, I always have this jacket rolled up into its hood and stashed in an outside
pocket of my pack for easy access.
SITKA DEWPOINT PANT - Same goes here for this pant. The Dewpoint is everything I need and nothing I don’t. I’ve never
carried a lot of stuff in the pockets of my rain gear as I find it bulks up around the thighs where the material isn’t as
forgiving as a non-waterproof hiking pant. Therefore, I prefer the simplicity of this pant. It restricts my legs less than any
other rain gear I’ve tried. Full side zips are absolutely critical for easy on and off.
SITKA KELVIN DOWN WS HOODY - Though this may be overkill for the summer months, I justify the Kelvin Down as an
insurance policy. If I’m soaking wet, this jacket can be a hunt saver. I’ll throw this on over my damp layers and they
immediately begin to dry out from my captured body heat. Also, if I have to spend a night out, or I'm camped motionless
on a ram, the Kelvin Down will make an uncomfortable situation manageable. Storing it in its stuff sack helps keep me
organized and saves volume in my pack.
SITKA ASCENT GLOVE - For protection from bugs, sun and rocks, these gloves are simple and low profile. With no velcro
straps, buckles or drawstrings they remain quiet and are either in my pant pockets or on my hands at all times.
SITKA COLDFRONT GTX GLOVE - A little extra warmth is always helpful while glassing or on a stalk. Not mission critical,
but a nice-to-have that's worthwhile in my opinion. Hands and feet are the first things to get cold and losing dexterity is
something I try to avoid.
SITKA MERINO BEANIE - Low-profile headwear to add a bit of warmth on cooler days. The merino properties have a great
warmth-to-weight ratio and staying relatively odorless makes it a no-brainer.
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F O U R VA LUA B L E AC C E S S O R I E S TO C O N S I D E R
Though a well-thought out and high-performing clothing system is a critical component of a gear list, there are
plenty more pieces of equipment that are key to the mission. With that in mind, here are four items I bring on
almost every trip — and why I bring them. I’ve found all of these items to deliver a ton of value over the years.

1.

SOL EMERGENCY BIVY - Remember those old school reflective space blankets every survival course or first
aid kit tells you to pack? Well, this emergency bivy is essentially the same concept, yet actually functional. It’s
waterproof, windproof and reflects body heat just like those space blankets but with its bag-style, you can
crawl right inside and synch the drawstring cord up. I pack it as an emergency backup plan if someone gets
hurt and becomes immobile in the mountains or falls in a freezing river. Though I rarely use it, at 3 ounces, it’s
easily justified as another insurance policy. The few times I’ve pulled it out have been a godsend.

2.

SNOW PEAK ULTRALIGHT UMBRELLA - I get more eyebrow raises and goofy looks for this item than anything
else in my gear list. An umbrella? Seriously? I started experimenting with this idea after seeing how the
ultralight through-hiking community uses these in some instances to replace a rain jacket. Of course, that’s just
not practical for a hunting application, but it’s a great supplement to staying dry while tucked under a tree well.
There are times when we are on the go, either transporting camp or moving on a ram and when the weather
hits, and it’s just not practical to set up a tent or tarp. That’s where this 4-ounce umbrella really shines.
Alternatively, I use it as a portable, lightweight sun shade when glassing in the sweltering temperature of the
Mexican desert. I can mount it to my tripod or throw it up in a tree and it works remarkably well. Also, as I’ll
always have some amount of camera equipment with me, it’s handy to pop up and stay dry when handling
electronics, switching camera lenses or exposing the internal contents of my pack.

3.

HELINOX GROUND CHAIR - When I started shaving pieces of redundant gear out of my system in 2014, I
found myself with about 2 pounds freed up. Of course, I could’ve kept that deficit and enjoyed the lighter
load, but instead I added on the Helinox Camp Chair, and now have swapped it for an even lighter version,
the Ground Chair. It’s a luxury item, but I’m also convinced it makes fee a more effective hunter. I can glass
for hours on end in stable comfort, especially when using tripod mounted binoculars, and I know I’ve
spotted animals I wouldn’t have normally picked up if I was sitting in the normal leg-numbing,
rock-up-your-butt position. Also, to be seated off the ground around camp while pounding freeze-dried food
or coffee saves the back a bit and makes sheep hunting even more fun.

4.

DELORME INREACH - I started using the original version of the InReach in 2012 and haven’t looked back.
This unit pairs with a smart phone to act as a two-way satellite text messaging device. I’ve found it much
more reliable than a satellite phone as the information can be communicated via text and confirms once it
sends, rather than a choppy phone call. Anyone who ventures into remote places, especially solo, and
doesn’t carry some sort of satellite communication is putting themselves at a fairly large and unnecessary
risk. But the Delorme is more useful than just for emergencies; it’s invaluable for organizing a hand in
packing out animals, arranging bush plane logistics, air drops, pickups and more. Because each message
sends a link with coordinates to your location, the receiver knows exactly where to meet you. Plus, it
provides a priceless peace of mind for my friends and family knowing that if the unimaginable happens, I
have my InReach in my backpack’s right-hand waist belt pocket at all times. If I hit the SOS button, help is on
the way.
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C O M P L E T E PA C K L I S T
FOOTWEAR
SITKA Stormfront Gaiter
Crocs (super lightweight and perfect for river crossings and kicking around camp)
La Sportiva Trango Cube GTX
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
Custom camo string, sight and quiver cover
Easton arrow tube w/ custom camo cover sleeve
+ eight back up arrows

Mathews Arrow Web HD Series Quiver + Grizzly Stix 400s,
tipped with 125 gr. Ashby broadheads or Grim Reaper 125s Razortips

Mathews Halon 32
Carter Quickie Release
Orange fabric patch (for signaling/flagging a hunting partner on a stalk)
Grizz Targets travel target (mountain bowhunting is rough on your bow, a
target and extra arrows confirms you’re still “on” if you bump your bow or take a fall)

ELECTRONICS
Garmin Oregon 600
iPhone
Delorme InReach 2-way Satellite Communicate
Goal Zero Venture 30 battery pack and phone charging cable
Black Diamond Storm Headlamp
OPTICS
Slik Pro 634CF Carbon Fiber Tripod
Gitzo Series 1 Two Way Birding Head
Swarovski Binoculars - I’ll bring 8.5x42, or 15x56 depending on the hunt
Swarovski Binocular Adapter (for tripod use with 15x binos only)
Leupold RX-1200i TBR rangefinder
(angle compensation a must for long, steep shots encountered while mountain hunting)

Swarovski ATX 30-70x95 Spotting Scope
CLOTHING
SITKA Dewpoint Rain Jacket and Pant (all rolled into jacket hood)
I prefer the Dewpoint for most summer sheep hunting as it is the lightest and simplest design. No
extra pockets, bells and whistles or added bulk. Just everything you need and nothing you don't.

SITKA Kelvin Down WS Hoody (stored in included stuff sac - the insurance policy!)
SITKA Core Heavyweight Hoody (rolled into hood)
SITKA Ascent Pants
SITKA Ascent Glove
SITKA Mountain Glove
SITKA Merino Beanie
SITKA Cap
SITKA Core Lightweight Hoody
2x pair of Smartwool Socks
(slide sock inside matching sock, rather than rolling to reduce bulk)

SITKA Merino underwear
COOKWARE
GSI Outdoors Halulite Minimalist Pot/Mug 110g MSR Fuel canister
Sea to Summit X-Mug
GSI Outdoors folding spork
Silicon pot gripper
Snow Peak GigaPower Stove

ESSENTIALS
Wet Ones + toilet paper Hunting licenses/tags Parachute cord
Extra broadheads
Allen keys
Gerber Vital Pocket Folder + replacement blades
Lighter + emergency fire starter
2x AA batteries (for GPS and headlamp)
CR2 battery (for rangefinder)
Toiletries (toothbrush, toothpaste, floss, contact lenses)
SOL Emergency Bivy
3x dry bags (small, medium and large sizes)
3L Platypus hydration bladder
QuikClot, Band-Aids, Cold/Flu Medicine and superglue
(patching sleeping pads, gear and small cuts)

SMC Gear 100cm Capra Ice Axe
Black Diamond Traverse Ski Pole
Outdoor Research Bug net* (optional-depends on time of year, the
earlier in the season the worse the bugs are generally)

Snow Peak Ultralight Umbrella * (optional - depends on weather and
location but handy for changing camera lenses or sitting out a pounding rain
storm, only weighs 4oz.)
Helinox Chair * (optional- depends on style of hunt and duration)
PACK / SLEEP SYSTEM
SITKA Waterproof Pack Cover
Stone Glacier Sky Archer 6200
Hilleberg Tarp 5 (works as a rain, snow and sun shelter
and aids in keeping meat clean when game processing)

Cocoon Camp Pillow
Therm-a-Rest NeoAir XTherm Sleeping Pad
Hilleberg Enan 1-person tent
Valandre Mirage 23F Sleeping Bag in Granite Gear
compression sac
Sitting pad (Therm-a-Rest Ridge Rest sleeping pad cut in half) all items in sleep system are on top of the black sitting pad)

FOOD/NUTRITION (per day, then multiply by # of days)
Honeystinger Waffle (2x)
Cliff ShotBlocks (1x)
Pro-Bar (1x)
Cliff Mojo (2x)
Justin’s Nut Butter (1x)
Nuun Hydration tabs (2x)
Starbucks Via Instant Coffee (1x)
Mountain House meal (1 pouch, 2x servings)
Ramen Noodles
(half a package per day — typically eat a whole package every 2 days)

Organic Olive Oil (1x 0.5oz packet)
SunRype Fruitsource bar (1x) Trail Mix (1oz)
Jerky (2 oz)

(switch to MSR Reactor in mid/late season or non-solo hunting)
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